Scattering of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves in the hydrated subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate at shallow depths beneath the Kanto region, Japan
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SUMMARY
We performed a detailed analysis of seismograms obtained during intraslab earthquakes beneath the Kanto region and revealed a strong lateral variation in the waveforms of high-frequency trapped $P$ and $S$ waves propagating through the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate. Significantly distorted spindle-shaped trapped $P$ and $S$ waves with large peak delays were observed in areas where the Philippine Sea plate is at shallow depths beneath the Kanto region. In order to interpret these seismic observations, in relation to the structural properties of the crust of the Philippine Sea plate, we conducted finite difference method simulations of high-frequency seismic wave propagation using various possible heterogeneous velocity structure models. Our simulation successfully reproduced the observed characteristics of the trapped waves and demonstrated that the propagation of high-frequency $P$ and $S$ waves is significantly affected by small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust. These heterogeneities can be traced to a depth of approximately 40 km, before disappearing at greater depths, a phenomenon that may be related to dehydration in the subducting crust at shallower depths.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The hydrated oceanic crust, which is a low-velocity layer located in the uppermost part of a subducting oceanic plate, plays an important role in fluid transportation into the mantle (e.g. Peacock 1993; Iwamori & Zhao 2000; Abers 2005; Kawakatsu & Watada 2007). Fluid transportation due to subduction may be linked to various geophysical phenomena in subduction zones, such as the generation of arc volcanism and the occurrence of intraslab earthquakes (e.g. Tatsumi 1989; Kirby et al. 1996). In order to obtain better insight into the subsurface heterogeneous structures in subduction zones, numerous seismological surveys have been carried out in various subduction zones (e.g. Bostock et al. 2002; Matsubara et al. 2005; Rondenay et al. 2008; Nakajima et al. 2009a,b; Sodoudi et al. 2011; Liu & Zhao 2015). Their results and interpretations have contributed to understanding of fluid transportation around the slabs.

Previous seismic surveys and geochemical studies have revealed that hydrous minerals in the oceanic crust become unstable with increasing temperature and pressure due to subduction, and then dehydration reactions in the oceanic crust are expected to occur, accompanied by the release of fluids into surrounding structures, resulting in its transformation into an anhydrous eclogitic oceanic crust (e.g. Hacker et al. 2003; Kawakatsu & Watada 2007; Tsuji et al. 2008; Kuwatani et al. 2011).

In the subduction zone, where various heterogeneous structures related to the subduction of the oceanic plate can be found, several seismic later phases are often observed during intraslab earthquakes (e.g. Fukao et al. 1983; Martin & Rietbrock 2006; Miyoshi & Ishibashi 2007; Kennett & Furumara 2008; Hayashida et al. 2010; Miyoshi et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013; Shima et al. 2013, 2014). The study of seismic later phases potentially allows the investigation of seismological structures around the subducting oceanic plate. The trapped $P$ and $S$ waves, which propagate through the low-velocity oceanic crust and appear several seconds after the arrival of the relatively weak direct body waves, are usually observed at seismic stations on the fore-arc side of the subduction
zone. Propagation features of seismic waves that are trapped or guided through specific structures, such as the crustal layer, fault zones, slabs and seawater, can reflect the structural properties of these structures (e.g. Ben-Zion 1998; Peng et al. 2003; Furumura & Kennett 2005; Mizoue & Nishigami 2006; Okal 2008; Obara & Maeda 2009; Lewis & Ben-Zion 2010; Furumura et al. 2014). Thus, the characteristics of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves can be used to reveal various seismic properties of the subducting oceanic crust, such as its geometry, thickness, fluid distribution and the depth of eclogitization (e.g. Fukao et al. 1983; Hori 1990; Abers et al. 2003; Martin & Rietbrock 2006; Miyoshi et al. 2012; Shiina et al. 2013). Using observations of trapped waves, Hori (1990) demonstrated that the low-velocity crustal layer of the Philippine Sea plate without eclogitization could be traced to a depth of 60 km beneath the Kanto region in Japan (Fig. 1d). Since this low-velocity layer beneath the Kanto-Tokai region has not been strictly identified as either oceanic or arc crust, we simply refer to this layer as ‘subducting crust’ in the present study. Recently, Takemura et al. (2015b) suggested that the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate beneath the Kanto region at depths greater than 40 km is characterized by a uniform velocity layer, and consequently, pulse-like trapped $P$ waves are effectively generated around the source regions of earthquakes in the subducting crust. Despite the insight provided by these previous studies, the propagation characteristics of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves and the internal heterogeneous velocity structure of the subducting crust at shallower depths of less than 40 km have not yet been fully investigated.

In the present study, we analyse velocity seismograms recorded at Hi-net stations around the Kanto region and detect the strong spatial variation in the envelope shapes of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves.
In order to understand the causes of these variations, we conduct finite difference method (FDM) simulations of seismic wave propagation in both two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) models. Following a comparison between observed and simulated seismograms, we deduce how the propagation of trapped P and S waves is affected by the internal heterogeneous velocity structure of the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate. Our study may give new insight into the internal heterogeneous velocity structures of the subducting crust and their depth changes in the shallow subducting crust, which may be related to dehydration reactions caused by increasing temperatures and pressures due to subduction.

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF OBSERVED TRAPPED WAVES IN THE KANTO REGION

In order to obtain better insight into the lateral variation of observed high-frequency trapped P and S waves propagating through the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate, we analyzed waveform data recorded by the dense Hi-net stations around the Kanto-Tokai region, Japan. Hi-net is a high-sensitivity seismograms network operated by the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention, Japan (Okada et al. 2004). Hi-net stations consist of three-component velocity-type seismometers with a natural frequency of 1 Hz, installed at the bottom of boreholes at least 100 m depth.

In the present study, we selected seven earthquakes occurring within the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate at depths of 50–60 km beneath the Kanto region (Fig. 1d), based on observations by Hori (1990, 2006) and Takemura et al. (2015b). The detailed source parameters of the analysed earthquakes are shown in Table 1. The source mechanisms for each event are referred from the Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) solutions of F-net (Fukuyama et al. 1998; Okada et al. 2004).

Fig. 1 shows radial-component velocity seismograms, aligned from the epicentre in different azimuthal directions towards the forearc side, during Event 5. The locations of each profile and of the seismic stations are shown in Fig. 1d. All seismograms were constructed by correcting the sensor orientation (Shiomi et al. 2003) and the frequency response (Maeda et al. 2011) of the Hi-net borehole sensors. Trapped P and S waves could be observed to the southwest of the source (inverse triangles in Figs 1a and b; profiles A–B and C–D), but were less easily identified in the south (Fig. 1c; profile E–F). This azimuthal dependence was consistent among all the events analysed in this study and is also in agreement with the findings of previous studies (Hori 1990, 2006; Takemura & Yoshimoto 2014). Thus, in the present study, we focus our attention on the properties of high-frequency trapped P and S waves southwest of the earthquake epicentres.

Table 1. Source parameters of the earthquakes used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Origin time (local time)</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Depth (km)</th>
<th>$M_w$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008.04.04 19:01</td>
<td>139.828</td>
<td>36.120</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2011.04.02 16:55</td>
<td>139.962</td>
<td>36.207</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011.04.26 21:12</td>
<td>139.976</td>
<td>36.086</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2012.02.11 10:26</td>
<td>139.789</td>
<td>36.088</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2012.05.18 17:18</td>
<td>139.841</td>
<td>36.136</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2012.07.16 04:31</td>
<td>139.817</td>
<td>36.152</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2013.02.01 01:04</td>
<td>139.893</td>
<td>36.056</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 shows the vertical and transverse component seismograms along profiles A–B and C–D to which reduction velocities of 8.0 and 4.5 km s$^{-1}$ were applied, respectively. It was found that, along profile A–B (Fig. 2a), very clear pulse-like trapped waves propagated over wide epicentral distances (80–150 km), although the amplitudes of the trapped waves decayed suddenly at distances greater than 140 km. In contrast, along profile C–D (Fig. 2b), the observations of pulse-like trapped waves were limited to epicentral distances of 80–100 km. At distances greater than 100 km, the trapped waves seem to be smeared out.

The lateral variation in the trapped waves described above represents a single set of observations from Event 5. Therefore, a stochastic quantitative analysis should be applied to all the seismograms from the other studied events. Based on the method proposed by Takemura et al. (2015b), the root mean square (RMS) envelopes of P and S waves at each station for different frequencies of 1–2, 2–4, 4–8 and 8–16 Hz were calculated by the sum of the three-component envelopes of filtered seismograms. The amplitudes of the RMS envelopes for P and S waves were normalized by the maximum amplitude in a 15 s time window, starting 5 s prior to the arrivals of the P and S waves, respectively. Fig. 3 shows filtered full-length, zoom-in three-component seismograms and RMS envelopes for trapped P and S waves recorded at the N.NSSH station during Event 5. By stacking the normalized RMS envelopes of all earthquakes at each station, we obtained averaged RMS envelopes for the P and S waves that reflect the average path effects from source to receiver.

Fig. 4 shows the typical stacked RMS envelopes of trapped P and S waves for each frequency band at four Hi-net stations along two southwest profiles. The trapped P and S waves were observed clearly at stations along profile A–B (N.NSSH and N.HYNH; Fig. 4a), showing pulse-like envelopes without significant dispersion and peak delays. The averaged amplitudes of the trapped P and S waves were 5–7 and 3–4 times larger than those of the P and S waves, respectively. These features were consistent, irrespective of frequency.

Along the profile C–D, the stacked RMS envelopes of trapped P and S waves were also pulse-like at N.KIYH (left side of Fig. 4b). However at the relatively distant station of N.YM2H, located 108 km from the epicentre, the envelopes exhibited gradual increases in amplitude with strong peak delay and became characteristically ‘spindle-shape’. This confirms the qualitative observations of the lateral variation of trapped waves along the profile C–D in Fig. 2. At distant stations, although trapped wave energy appears just 2–3 s after the arrival of the weak body waves, the envelopes of the trapped P and S waves were not pulse-like shape but spindle shape with a strong peak delay and pulse broadening.

3 2-D SIMULATION OF SEISMIC WAVE PROPAGATION: EFFECTS OF SEISMIC WAVE SCATTERING IN SUBDUCTING CRUST

3.1 Method and model for 2-D simulations

We suggest that the observations reported in the preceding section may be caused by lateral variations in the heterogeneous structure of the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate, especially at shallower depths. To verify this, we simulate seismic wave propagation in realistic velocity structure models to model the observed trapped P and S waves. As the first stage of our study, we conducted 2-D FDM simulations and discuss the differences between both
profiles using various heterogeneous models. 3-D simulations were then conducted to verify the results of the 2-D simulations and to discuss the lateral variations in the propagation of trapped waves within a 3-D heterogeneous structure.

The 2-D simulation model covered an area of 327.68 \( \times \) 102.4 km\(^2\) in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. To achieve a precise simulation of the seismic \( P-SV' \) wavefield for frequencies up to 16 Hz, the model was discretized by a grid interval of...
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Figure 3. (a) Three-component velocity seismograms for frequency of 2–4 Hz, (b) normalized filtered seismograms and (c) RMS envelopes for trapped P and S waves at N.NSHH during Event 5. Time windows for trapped P and S waves are represented by red and green dashed rectangles, respectively.

0.02 km, and a domain partitioning technique using the Message Passing Interface was employed (e.g. Furumura & Chen 2004; Maeda & Furumura 2013; Takemura et al. 2015a). Other technical details are the same as described by Takemura et al. (2015a,b).

The background velocity structure was constructed using the Japan Integrated Velocity Structure Model (JIVSM) proposed by Koketsu et al. (2008, 2012), which includes a two-layered low-velocity crustal structure at the top of the Philippine Sea plate. Referring to Takemura et al. (2015b) for the modelling of trapped waves, we assumed a uniform velocity crust of the Philippine Sea plate at depths greater than 40 km. We also introduced a low-velocity anomaly into the simulation model, in which the seismic P- and S-wave velocities were reduced by 10 per cent compared with the original JIVSM. This low-velocity anomaly (blue triangles in Figs 5 and 7), which was originally detected by tomography studies (e.g. Matsubara et al. 2005), is located in the lower crust and the mantle in the JIVSM. The thickness of the Philippine Sea plate was assumed to be approximately 50 km (e.g. Kumar & Kawakatsu 2011; Tonegawa & Helffrich 2012). We did not include the low-velocity ($V_s < 3$ km s$^{-1}$) sedimentary Kanto Basin in the model.

We employed a frequency-dependent intrinsic attenuation ($Q_{int}^{-1}$) model for P and S waves, based on the method of Robertsson (1994). We adopt a single relaxation mechanism with a reference frequency of $f_0 = 2$ Hz, which gives a peak $Q_{int}^{-1}$ value at this frequency referred from JIVSM.

A double-couple point source was set at a depth of 50 km (stars in Figs 5 and 7). The normalized source time function was represented by a single-cycle Kupper wavelet with $T_0 = 0.16$ s (e.g. Mavroeidis & Papageorgiou 2003). Source depth was modified from the original CMT solution (59 km) in order to set the source within the subducting crust of the assumed velocity structure model, since large amplitude trapped seismic waves are not observed for earthquakes occurring outside this layer (e.g. Miyoshi et al. 2012).

Takemura et al. (2015b) confirmed that the trapped waves that develop in the subducting crust preserve their amplitudes during propagation through the crust and mantle with small-scale heterogeneities. Thus, the observed spindle-shape envelopes may be caused by scattering due to strong small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust. To model small-scale velocity heterogeneities, stochastic random velocity fluctuation $\xi(x)$ characterized by a von Kármán or Gaussian power spectral density function (PSDF) was embedded over an average background velocity $V_0(x)$ (e.g. Frankel & Clayton 1986; Sato et al. 2012), which is described as $P(x) = V_0(x)[1+\xi(x)]$. The observed envelopes of trapped waves along the profile C–D were characterized by spindle shape irrespective of frequency. Recently, Takemura & Yoshimoto (2014)
Figure 4. Normalized RMS envelopes of trapped P and S waves for different frequency bands along profiles (a) A–B and (b) C–D. Time was measured from the arrivals of the P and S waves. The average epicentral distances of stations N.NSSH, N.HYNH, N.KIYH and N.YM2H are 111, 155, 94 and 108 km, respectively. The locations of the stations are shown in Fig. 1(d).

demonstrated that frequency-independent spindle-shape seismograms with strong peak delays could be successively reproduced by introducing a specific heterogeneity model into the low-velocity anomaly of the lower crust and subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate. This heterogeneity model is characterized by a Gaussian PSDF (correlation distance of $a = 1$ km, RMS value of $\varepsilon = 0.07$) superposed on a background exponential PSDF ($a = 3$ km, $\varepsilon = 0.07$). As such, we incorporated this model into the subducting
Figure 5. Snapshots of the seismic wave propagation at lapse times of $t = 4$, 8, 12 and 16 s, derived from 2-D FDM simulations in (a) model A1 and (b) model A2 along profile A–B. Assumed $P$-wave velocity structures are shown in the upper panels. The yellow star marks the location of the hypocentre. The 2-D $P$ (red) and $SV$ (green) wavefields were evaluated by their divergence and rotation, respectively.

Table 2. Parameters of small-scale velocity heterogeneities in each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Crustal layer of the Philippine Sea plate</th>
<th>Crust, mantle and oceanic mantle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A2</td>
<td>Gaussian ($a = 1$ km, $\epsilon = 0.07$) + exponential ($a = 3$ km, $\epsilon = 0.07$)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A3</td>
<td>Gaussian ($a = 1$ km, $\epsilon = 0.07$) + exponential ($a = 3$ km, $\epsilon = 0.07$)</td>
<td>Table 4 of Takemura &amp; Yoshimoto (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $P$-wave velocity structure models used in our simulations are shown in the upper panels of Figs 5 and 7. Model A1 (upper panels of Figs 5a and 7a) is a simple layered structure model and is used as a reference. The more realistic model A2 was constructed to incorporate small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust at depths less than 40 km (top panels of Figs 5b and 7b).

3.2 Results of 2-D simulations

Figs 5 and 6 illustrate snapshot sequences of seismic wave propagation and synthetic waveforms of the vertical component along profile A–B. The 2-D $P$ (red) and $SV$ (green) wavefields were evaluated in terms of their divergence and rotation, respectively.
Figure 6. Vertical component seismograms for frequency of 2–4 Hz derived from the 2-D simulations of (a) model A1 and (b) model A2 along profile A–B. Grey solid and dashed lines indicate the arrivals of the trapped and direct body waves, respectively. Reduction velocities for \( P \) and \( S \) waves are 8.0 and 4.5 km s\(^{-1}\), respectively. To magnify small amplitudes observed at distant stations, the amplitudes of each trace were multiplied by root of their epicentral distance.

At an early lapse time of \( T = 4 \) s, distinct trapped \( P \) waves (marked TP in Fig. 5) were generated around the source region and then propagated along the low-velocity subducting crust. Trapped energy was released into the crust at depths of 35 km, and could be observed as pulse-like trapped \( P \) waves at shorter epicentral distances (Fig. 6). The unreleased trapped energy in the subducting crust could still propagate effectively in model A1, whereas in model A2 it scattered by seismic wave scattering due to the small-scale velocity
heterogeneities in the shallower subducting crust (blue circle in Fig. 5b). From these simulation results, it can be seen that the trapped $P$ waves predicted by model A1 are inconsistently strong compared with the observations at epicentral distances of around 150 km (Fig. 2).

Since the subducting crust along profile C–D is up dip and sub-parallel to the shortest ray path between the source and receivers at epicentral distances of around 100 km (Fig. 1d and upper panels of Fig. 7), trapped $P$ waves propagated mainly through the subducting crust. In model A1 (Figs 7aa and 8a), distinct trapped waves without peak delay and dispersion could propagate even greater distances. However, in model A2, the trapped energy was significantly decreased because of the scattering due to small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the shallower ($<$40 km) subducting crust. Sudden decreases in the amplitudes of trapped waves were found in the synthetic seismograms from model A2 at distances of around 100 km. At greater distances, the arrivals of trapped waves became unclear and the pulse-like envelope shapes were not preserved.

To confirm the effects of crustal scattering on the trapped waves, we conducted additional FDM simulations using model A3 (lower panels in Fig. 9), which is similar to model A2, but with small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the crust, mantle and oceanic mantle (Table 2). We assumed an exponential PSDF to represent heterogeneities in the crust, mantle and oceanic mantle, and the parameters of the PSDFs were provided by previous studies (e.g.
Figure 8. Vertical component seismograms for frequency of 2–4 Hz derived from the 2-D simulations of (a) model A1 and (b) model A2 along profile C–D. Grey solid and dashed lines indicate the arrivals of trapped and direct body waves, respectively. The reduction velocities for $P$ and $S$ waves are 8.0 and 4.5 km s$^{-1}$, respectively. To magnify small amplitudes observed at distant stations, the amplitudes of each trace were multiplied by root of their epicentral distance.
Figure 9. Simulated RMS envelopes at stations (a) N.NSHH and (b) N.YM2H for different frequency bands, derived from 2-D simulations using model A3. Assumed P-wave velocity structure models are shown in the lower panels.

Figure 10. Comparison between observed and 3-D-simulated RMS envelopes for trapped P and S waves. (a) Area of 3-D simulation, (b) RMS envelopes at N.NSHH and (c) RMS envelopes at N.YM2H. Solid rectangle shows the horizontal area of the 3-D simulation. Black and grey lines show the simulated and observed RMS envelopes, respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the normalized RMS envelopes of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves at N.SNHH and N.YM2H for different frequency bands. The RMS envelopes were calculated as ensemble averages of ten realizations of stochastic velocity heterogeneities. Despite the introduction of small-scale velocity heterogeneities into the crust, mantle and oceanic mantle, the dominant features of the trapped waves along both profiles were preserved and agreed well with the observations.

4 PROPAGATION OF TRAPPED WAVES IN A 3-D HETEROGENEOUS STRUCTURE INFERRED FROM 3-D SIMULATION

In the previous sections, we demonstrated that the observed characteristics of trapped $P$ and $S$ waves could be reproduced by 2-D FDM simulations. As the next step, we conducted a 3-D FDM simulation of Event 5 to directly compare the simulation results with observed waveforms and to discuss the propagation and scattering of trapped waves in a realistic 3-D heterogeneous structure model.
The model used in the 3-D simulation covered an area of $153.6 \times 76.8 \times 75.0 \text{ km}^3$ in the horizontal and vertical directions (solid rectangle in Fig. 10a) and was discretized by a grid interval of 0.05 km. The 3-D velocity structure was assumed to be the same as in the previous simulations (model A3; Fig. 9). Based on the minimum S-wave velocity and grid spacing, our 3-D simulation was able to examine seismic wave propagation for frequencies below 8 Hz with a sampling of eight grid points per minimum S wavelength. Takemura et al. (2015a) demonstrated that FDM simulations under these calculation conditions were sufficient to discuss the scattering of high-frequency seismic waves, even if the model includes both topographic variations and small-scale velocity heterogeneities. The present large-scale FDM simulations were conducted on the Earth Simulator (ES2) at the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), requiring a computer memory of 2.3 TB and a wall-clock time of 4.1 h by parallel computing using 60 nodes (480 CPUs) of the ES2, to evaluate seismic wave propagation for 60 s by 24 000 time-step calculations.

In the 3-D simulations, we employed a source time function represented by an asymmetric cosine function (Ji et al. 2003) with $M_{0} = 2.11 \times 10^{14} \text{ Nm}$, $t_{1} = 0.15$ and $t_{2} = 0.35$ s. This function is more realistic compared with the single-cycle Kupper wavelet employed in the 2-D simulation, as two time parameters control the rise time and the duration of the source rupture. The two time parameters, $t_{1}$ and $t_{2}$, were determined from displacement waveforms at the F-net station nearest the epicentre. The seismic moment $M_{0}$ was obtained from the F-net CMT solution of Event 5.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of observed and 3-D simulated trapped P- and S-wave envelopes at N.NSHH and N.YM2H. Simulated RMS envelopes (black lines in Figs 10b and c) were calculated from the ensemble average of vector RMS envelopes from ten realizations of stochastic random velocity heterogeneities. The amplitudes of simulated RMS envelopes were normalized by the maximum amplitudes of observed envelopes for each time window, in order to focus on the envelope shapes and relative amplitudes of the direct and trapped waves. The simulation results well reproduce the observed characteristics of trapped P and S waves at both stations, including the frequency-independent envelope shape and the amplitude ratio between direct and trapped signals. This indicates that the model discussed in the previous section is valid not only in 2-D space, but also in 3-D space.

To investigate the characteristics of seismic wave propagation in a 3-D heterogeneous structure, we examined the spatial variations of peak arrival times and envelope shapes at dense virtual stations with a uniform interval of 5 km. Fig. 11 is a comparative plot of the spatial variation in peak arrival times and RMS envelopes for the observations by Hi-net. RMS envelopes from the 3-D FDM simulation are colour-coded to show the peak arrival times of each envelope, while the observed RMS envelopes at each Hi-net station during Event 5 are marked in black.

The peak arrival times in the 3-D heterogeneous model (Fig. 11a) did not show a simple symmetric concentric pattern around the epicentre. Strong delays in peak arrival times were detected in those regions where the Philippine Sea plate exists at shallow depths of less than 15 km. This pattern was also identified in the observed peak arrival times (Fig. 11b). The simulated RMS envelopes also showed good agreement with the observed spatial variation in envelope shapes (Figs 11c and d). As shown in the snapshots of the 2-D simulations (Fig. 7b), simulated RMS envelopes at distances greater than 105 km along profile C–D were significantly distorted by seismic wave scattering due to small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the shallower subducting crust. Thus, the configuration of the subducting Philippine Sea plate and scattering in the shallower subducting crust can be seen to strongly affect the seismogram envelopes during intraslab earthquakes beneath the Kanto region.

We evaluated the scattering attenuation $Q_{\text{Scat}}^{-1}$ for S waves, based on the first-order Born approximation (Sato 1984), assuming strong velocity heterogeneities given by the superposition of an exponential PSDF with $a = 3 \text{ km}$, $\varepsilon = 0.07$ and a Gaussian PSDF with $a = 1 \text{ km}$, $\varepsilon = 0.07$. Fig. 12 shows the scattering attenuation $Q_{\text{Scat}}^{-1}$, the assumed intrinsic attenuation $Q_{\text{Int}}^{-1}$ and the total attenuation $Q_{\text{Tot}}^{-1}$, in the subducting crust from our simulations, assuming P- and S-wave velocities of 6.8 and 4.0 km s$^{-1}$. The assumed intrinsic attenuation $Q_{\text{Int}}^{-1}$ is the same as in model A3, in which a single relaxation mechanism with a reference frequency of $f_0 = 2 \text{ Hz}$ and peak values of $Q_{\text{Int}}^{-1} = 1/300$ is assumed. The total attenuation $Q_{\text{Tot}}^{-1}$ for S waves is estimated as $Q_{\text{Tot}}^{-1} = Q_{\text{Int}}^{-1} + Q_{\text{Scat}}^{-1}$.

Estimated values of $Q_{\text{Scat}}^{-1}$ for frequencies lower than 4 Hz are much larger than those of $Q_{\text{Int}}^{-1}$, implying that scattering attenuation is the dominant mechanism of intrinsic attenuation in the shallower subducting crust at these frequencies. The estimated total attenuation $Q_{\text{Tot}}^{-1}$ agrees with that found in previous studies of tremor amplitudes attenuation in the subducting oceanic crust of the Philippine Sea plate around the Nankai subduction zone (Yabe et al. 2014). At depths greater than 40 km, small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust disappear, and consequently attenuation is expected to weaken because the seismic wave scattering becomes less dominant. This also agrees well with the results of $Q$ tomography by Takaoka et al. (2012), who noted that the $Q$ value in the oceanic crust beneath the Kii Peninsula increases at depths greater than around 40 km.

\textbf{5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION}

In the Kanto region, analysis of Hi-net waveform data from earthquakes occurring in the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate revealed strong lateral variation in the characteristics of
high-frequency trapped $P$ and $S$ waves. Strong distortion of the trapped wave envelopes was observed in those regions where the Philippine Sea plate exists at shallow depths of less than 15 km. Both 2-D and 3-D FDM simulations demonstrated that the observed spatial variation in envelope shapes was caused by the 3-D configuration of the subducting Philippine Sea plate and by heterogeneous velocity structures in the shallower (<40 km) subducting crust.

In the previous simulations, the observed features of trapped waves were well reproduced by introducing small-scale velocity heterogeneities into the subducting crust at depths of less than 40 km. In this process, a structural change depth of $Z_D = 40$ km was assumed on the basis of previous studies (e.g. Matsubara et al. 2005; Takemura et al. 2015b). To verify this assumption, we conducted additional 2-D FDM simulations using models with different $Z_D$ values of 30, 40 and 50 km. The model parameters were kept the same as in the previous 2-D simulations (Fig. 9), except that a uniform velocity subducting crust was assumed at depths below $Z_D$.

The simulated RMS envelopes for models with different $Z_D$ values are shown in Fig. 13. From this, it can be seen that the model with $Z_D = 40$ km most accurately reproduced the observed envelope shapes of trapped waves at both stations. The model with $Z_D = 30$ km failed to reproduce the observed spindle features at N.YM2H, while the model with $Z_D = 50$ km was unable to produce pulse-like trapped $P$ and $S$ waves. These results imply that the small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust disappear at 40 km, which is likely due to subduction of the oceanic slab.
In subduction zones of the world, various seismological studies have suggested the occurrence of fluid dehydration from the subducting crust and the formation of a low-velocity anomaly in the mantle wedge (e.g. Kamiya & Kobayashi 2000; Bostock et al. 2002; Matsubara et al. 2005; Rondenay et al. 2008; Hirose et al. 2008a,b; Kato et al. 2010, 2014; Sodoudi et al. 2011). The low-velocity anomaly in the mantle wedge is suggested to be a result of dehydration of the subducting oceanic crust, and it is believed that rich hydrous minerals exist in the subducting crust at shallower depths (e.g. Hacker et al. 2003; Kawakatsu & Watada 2007). Thus, we believe that the strong small-scale velocity heterogeneities localized in the subducting crust at depths of less than 40 km may be related to the rich fluids present in this layer. Takahashi et al. (2007, 2009) and Takemura & Yoshimoto (2014) also detected strong small-scale velocity heterogeneities in regions characterized by low velocity and high $V_p/V_S$ ratios, which cause strong seismic scattering and amplitude decay. These similar observations, obtained under differing geophysical circumstances, may imply that a crustal medium with a rich fluid content has a high scattering potential for high-frequency seismic waves.

In this study, we investigated the variations in the depths of small-scale velocity heterogeneities in the subducting crust of the Philippine Sea plate, by analysing trapped $P$ and $S$ waves during intraslab earthquakes. Our results provide new insight into the depth dependence of internal heterogeneities in the subducting crust, as well as their possible geophysical interpretations at shallower depths (<40 km). In future studies, a more detailed analysis of seismogram envelopes, using seismic networks with ocean bottom seismometers, such as DONET (e.g. Nakano et al. 2013), could further reveal the characteristics of internal small-scale heterogeneities in the subducting crust.
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